eFigure 2. Screenshot of participant sharing selection form (opt-in and detailed form layout). eFigure 3. Forest plot of unadjusted odds ratio for form layout (detailed vs. simple).
The 59 sharable items were sorted by unadjusted odds ratios and shown with their 95% confidence intervals. For each sharable variable, a 2-by-2 table was constructed using a binary outcome (shared vs. not shared) and a binary exposure variable, form layout (detailed vs. simple). Then the odds ratio and its 95% confidence interval were calculated. Row labels are expressed in the format of "Category_Item". A category with no item was expressed simply as "Category. Odds Ratio eFigure 4. Forest plot of unadjusted odds ratio for age (>=60 vs. <60).
The 59 sharable items were sorted by unadjusted odds ratios and shown with their 95% confidence intervals. For each sharable variable, a 2-by-2 table was constructed using a binary outcome (shared vs. not shared) and a binary exposure variable, age (>= 60 vs. < 60). Then the odds ratio and its 95% confidence interval were calculated. Row labels are expressed in the format of "Category_Item". A category with no item was expressed simply as "Category. The 59 sharable items were sorted by unadjusted odds ratios and shown with their 95% confidence intervals. For each sharable variable, a 2-by-2 table was constructed using a binary outcome (shared vs. not shared) and a binary exposure variable, income (>=$125K vs. <$125K). Then the odds ratio and its 95% confidence interval were calculated. Row labels are expressed in the format of "Category_Item". A category with no item was expressed simply as "Category. The 59 sharable items were sorted by unadjusted odds ratios and shown with their 95% confidence intervals. For each sharable variable, a 2-by-2 table was constructed using a binary outcome (shared vs. not shared) and a binary exposure variable, education (>= 4-year-college vs. < 4-year-college). Then the odds ratio and its 95% confidence interval were calculated. Row labels are expressed in the format of "Category_Item". A category with no item was expressed simply as "Category. The 59 sharable items were sorted by unadjusted odds ratios and shown with their 95% confidence intervals. For each sharable variable, a 2-by-2 table was constructed using a binary outcome (shared vs. not shared) and a binary exposure variable, gender (female vs. male). Then the odds ratio and its 95% confidence interval were calculated. Row labels are expressed in the format of "Category_Item". A category with no item was expressed simply as "Category. The 59 sharable items were sorted by unadjusted odds ratios and shown with their 95% confidence intervals. For each sharable variable, a 2-by-2 table was constructed using a binary outcome (shared vs. not shared) and a binary exposure variable, selfreported health (>= very good vs. < very good). Then the odds ratio and its 95% confidence interval were calculated. Row labels are expressed in the format of "Category_Item". A category with no item was expressed simply as "Category. Odds Ratio
